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The Design of the M Car: 
My Three M5s

by Robert P. Hall 

The three M cars I owned, which I’ll use as detailed examples here, are the 
following BMW M5 models:

 ▶ E28: the first M5 imported to America (1988)

 ▶ E34: the second series imported to North America (1991–1993)

 ▶ E39: the third series (2000–2003)

The E28

The first regular production four-door sedan M5 was meant for a somewhat 
different audience from those who bought the previous, warmed-over 5 series. 
Here was the answer to the existing customers who were loyal to the brand 
but wanted more performance. What made the M5 so appealing from its 
initial model—a theme that was to be carried through the next three models I 
describe here—was the staggering combination of practicality and speed. 

The car’s abilities were masked by its squared-off sedan shape. The factory 
emphasized this understated approach by limiting exterior modifications to a 
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front air dam, discreet M5 badges, and (on the American version) a small spoiler 
on the trunk.

I will open the hood and describe what was so innovative inside the E28, but 
first I want to convey something of the essence of this car, a car that was so 
radically different from its predecessors yet looked so much the same (at least 
when parked).

The E28 Version of the BMW M5 Here I have polished my E28 during a 
Bimmerfest event. Taking a guest to dinner in a just-polished sports car makes 
the event more enjoyable. But “sports car”? How can this boxy-looking car 
exhibit such high levels of performance? That’s the essence of stealth.
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E28 First Driving Impressions

Let’s say you bought an E28 M5. My next strong suggestion to the new owner 
would be to attend several drivers’-school classes offered by a BMW car club. 
You need to sharpen your handling skills and know what to expect. Having 
done so, one of your initial full-performance driving experiences might go 
something like this:

You’re driving with a passenger on a flat, two-lane road in the Midwest 

during a light rain or even a light snow. You rapidly approach a country 

intersection and see there’s no stop sign or signal. You need to make a 

sharp left turn. You stab the throttle and make a quick, deft turn of the 

steering wheel. Before the passenger knows it, the back end of the car 

snaps around behind you so cleanly that there is no sense of danger 

during the maneuver.

After handling this quick left turn, you approach a slow-moving vehicle 

proceeding in the same direction ahead of you. You downshift to third 

from fourth gear, hammer the throttle again, and as the tach needle 

approaches the upper end of the rev limit, the BMW just explodes past 

the slower-moving car. The overtake maneuver happens so quickly 

and smoothly, without any drama, that you have no idea how fast your 

BMW is traveling. Driver and passenger are now smiling at the pure 

driving pleasure of this car as you ride along in a four-door sedan that 

looks anything but flashy.

E28 Design and Character

BMW chose not to emphasize racy exterior looks with scoops and badges. 
All the important parts that contribute to the car’s performance lie beneath 
the surface.
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The Getrag 280 5.5-speed gearbox uses a standard H shifting pattern. The 
gearbox is reinforced and bolted to a 3.73 ratio rear end with a 25 percent 
limited-slip differential. Compared with the previous 5 series, the suspension 
received stiffer shocks and shorter springs, and load leveling was added to the 
rear to keep the proper ride height under all conditions. The battery was moved 
to the rear for proper weight distribution.

The engine of the E28 is a carryover of the M1 racing engine, the M88 24-valve 
inline six. This 3.5-liter power plant develops 286 hp (in European trim) with 
251 lb-ft of torque. The engine of the first factory-version four-door M5 could 
accelerate to 60 mph in less than 6.5 seconds, and it had a top speed of more 
than 150 mph.

The M5 delivers true sports-car performance—but 
with seating for five adults and a full-sized trunk.

M5s destined for America came mainly in one flavor: a black exterior with a 
tan interior, with some added safety bumpers and a bit of restriction on power 
from the pair of catalytic converters. The American version, code named S38 
for the engine, produced 256 hp and 243 lb-ft of torque, providing slightly 
less power than its European cousin. Larger 5 mph bumpers, reinforcing door 
beams, and other safety devices raised the weight of the American version to 
about 3,500 pounds. To keep 0-to-60 acceleration times as close as possible to 
the European version, BMW solved the added weight problem by installing a 
shorter 3.91 final drive ratio for the rear axle.
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Of particular note, the E28 M5 cars were hand-built in a separate BMW 
Motorsport facility in Garching, near Munich. Every convenience feature from 
the regular 5-series option list was available, including full-leather interior, with 
the usual comfort and safety features.

A later M car, the E60 (not covered here) was larger, sleeker, and more powerful. 
But I’m not alone in believing that the original E28 has much more character. 
In a survey article on M5s, reviewer Bob Harper commented on collector Nigel 
Martin’s customized E28 M5. The owner had steadily improved the car with 
a full repaint in white, adding new doors and other extras, including 17 × 8 
rims that are beautiful in combination with a lowered suspension in this car. 
The white exterior paint and the lowered stance give this model E28 M5 a 
businessman’s look that corresponds to a cool appearance without the more 
typical stealth black.

Stealth is a word I’ll borrow and use again and again 
to describe this intriguing fusion of practicality 

and thrills. Like a stealth fighter, the M car comes in 
under your radar (then it gets under your skin).

Although Martin was well acquainted with the E60, he preferred the older 
model and its boxy look, even compared with the staggering performance of 
the new model, because of the older car’s classic character. In his article Harper 
compares the E28 with a newer version of the E60 designed by Chris Bangle. 
When viewed alongside the E60, the E28 looks to be a much smaller car, being 
23 cm shorter, 15 cm narrower, and 7 cm lower. I agree with Martin and Harper 
that the later E60 version simply looks too big with its side doors too high. It 
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doesn’t give the same feeling of a four-door sports car offered by the three 
other M-car versions I recommend and comment on here.

Certainly, the first E28 M5 has reached an almost iconic status among BMW 
aficionados. But to a wider audience, based on the car’s appearance alone, 
its worthiness is almost a secret. This first M5 comes close to offering most of 
the performance of exotic cars produced in the late 1980s, but the average 
person won’t suspect as much from only seeing the car parked at the curb. And 
because its exterior does not draw the attention of potential thieves, you can 
sleep comfortably after you park it at night.

When you ask the E28 to handle a long drive, your passengers will travel 
comfortably, and they might not remark on its power if you’re not tempted 
to show off. But when you demand that it move quickly at night on a clear 
road, its supercar aspect, like a devil slipping out of a no-nonsense black 
car, will surface. The E28 will move quickly away from the stunned drivers it 
leaves behind as it disappears into the night, its red taillights fading off into 
the distance.

I suppose another descriptive word I’d use is charm. The M car will charm you, 
lure you, into the cool lifestyle. Stated another way, if you have ever yearned for 
an exotic car, this stealth sports car will sneak up on you and steal your heart 
away. How many of you grew up picturing the day when you’d wake to find a 
Ferrari or Lamborghini in your driveway? But those childhood dreams gave way 
to practical considerations. For many exotic-car intenders, there is the barrier of 
price; for others, the obvious constraints of the two-seater.

What better solution than the four-door supercar? From the early days of the 
M5, BMW must have recognized the potential value of this solution to families 
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and to a family-oriented lifestyle. In the beginning the company had intended 
to limit production of the American model to 1,200 units.

In its US ad campaign for the M5, BMW tempted 
potential purchasers with the headline Be one 

of the 1,200 fastest families in America.

Here was a sedan that came close to the performance of a number of 
contemporary exotics. And yet its conservative appearance would scarcely 
attract notice from any cop in the vicinity. Yes, the car was cool—cool as in 
understated, cool as in confident, cool as in capable. And shortly after the E28’s 
introduction, the expression, wolf in sheep’s clothing became associated with it 
and all the M5s to follow.

E28 Look and Feel

When you get into this 1988-model car, you are immediately taken back to 
an earlier automotive era. Designs back then focused on large, straight-up 
windshields, doors without padding or safety features, and not many electronic 
gizmos. The somewhat primitive but padded sports seats still feel supportive, 
snug, and comfortable. This older and possibly more purist design also featured 
a more upright seating position. Through tinted windows, the driver looks 
out over a large “greenhouse”—front, side, and rear. Having owned an older 
Porsche 911 SC, I find the doors have the same, solid German clunk sound on 
closing. And even though more-ergonomic designs came later, the controls 
seem to fall right into place when you are driving the car.
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BMW also offered luxury options that became commonplace in later models, 
including air-conditioning, cruise control, power sunroof, and the first version 
of an onboard computer.

When you add in the visual impact of black paint and trim, period cross-spoke 
rims, and very subtle exterior aerodynamic additions to the base 5-series sedan, 
you end up with a very seductive, just captivating—and even menacing—
stealth sedan.

Be prepared to hear and see the engine. It is a unique experience in itself. 
As most commentators at the time of the car’s introduction pointed out, it is 
just fantastic. This is a hand-built engine, and when you open the hood you 
can see the individual throttle bodies, which give the engine a European 
sports-car look.

The cam cover on the engine proudly 
displays the words BMW M Power.

The clunk of the E28’s doors is not the only feature that sounds like an early 
Porsche 911. Especially when the engine is wound out close to the limit of its 
revs, it emits a hard-edged “cammy” sound, a rhythmic mechanical tapping. The 
engine is the star of this car, and combined with the period approach to the 
rest of its design, you can imagine what it might be like to drive a Porsche 911 if 
it had four doors.

I can attest to this closeness between the E28 and the 911 because I have 
owned both and driven each the way the designers intended these cars to be 
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driven when navigating country roads. (The Porsche shown on the Gallery page 
of the website promoting this book was mine. See www.thecoollifestyle.com.)

My observations about the E28 M5 come after I had driven one for more than 
30,000 miles. I find myself agreeing again with Bob Harper: “The E28 [has 
a] snappy throttle response, a glorious noise when extended, entertaining 
handling and massively refined when you want it to be yet a trifle unruly when 
the fancy takes you” (2005, 62).

In summary, there are not many modern cars—let alone sports cars or four-
door sports sedans—that feel as vibrant as this first M5.

The E34

My favorite car of the three is the BMW E34 M5, offered by BMW for import 
to North America between 1991 and 1993. It was being made during all 
those years, but the federalized versions legal for America were sold only in 
model year 1991. Today, however, the later models can be purchased with 
modifications to meet emission control laws.

By way of introduction, think back to Quentin Willson’s impressions on 
the autobahn about how fast and capable these M cars are. From my own 
perspective, even the stock version of the E34 offers a luxury sports-car 
experience. For example, on a twisty mountain road the driver can truly 
experience how a four-door sedan can handle nearly the same as a two-door 
sports car. There is very little body lean, the engine sounds are thrilling, and the 
driver’s feelings of confidence and comfort are high.
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Two E34s, All in the Family My modified and upgraded E34 M5 (in white) is shown here parked next 
to my son’s standard black E34 model. As I explain, I believe that modifications to the M5s can take you 
and your car a step up—up to the level of cool.

As to this second M5, what is the driver’s first impression? For one thing the 
E34 feels more modern than the E28 from behind the wheel. When you step 
into the car, you are not sitting as upright as you do in the first M5. And the 
first impression of the dashboard is that the instruments are more modern in 
their design.

Recall that the European version of the E28 came with the M88 engine. The 
American E28 and all versions of the E34 share the second-generation engine, 
the S38. The mechanical, “cammy” sounds of both engines are similar. Yet the 
second-generation S38 in the later model E34 seems deeper, more refined, 
and more powerful. The impression of power is somewhat deceptive. With 
either engine, you need to wind it out to the second half of its rev band to 
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get maximum horsepower. And even though the S38 sounds more powerful, 
the E34 car is heavier. Thus the feeling of acceleration is about equal between 
the two cars. That said, there is one more level of E34 M5 that can possibly be 
purchased if you can afford the expense of US emissions approval. You can get 
an increased level of performance if you have the last version of the E34 M5 
engine—the S38—in the E34.

Between the first E28 M5 model and the E34, in the second model there is a 
better match between engine and chassis. The first car feels a bit loose from 
a seat-of-the-pants perspective, whereas the second model just feels like its 
engine and chassis are more closely tied and engineered together. You still feel 
the same connection to a sports-oriented, four-door sedan, but the driver of 
the E34 receives a higher level of handling grip and braking prowess over the 
first M5.

Putting all of these factors together, and after preparing a review for one of 
these E34 M5s, Willson called the ’91 BMW E34 M5 “the most accomplished 
saloon car ever made.” He continues: “An awesomely, heart-stoppingly and 
frighteningly wonderful machine. No other four-seater in the world has such a 
devastatingly high top speed, blistering acceleration times or near-perfect ride 
and handling balance. And with every successive model incarnation the M5 
gets impossibly better and better. Munich’s fastest Five is, and always has been, 
the King Kong of super saloons (2006, 71).

As if these comments didn’t express my own opinions 
well enough, after driving an E34, Formula One (F1) 

racing champion Niki Lauda said it was “simply perfect” 
and “the best M package…ever” (Willson 2006, 72).
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E34 Design and Character

The 24-valve, inline, 6-cylinder S38 engine of the E34 was derived from the M1 
racing sports car. It was stroked to 3,535 cc with high-lift cams, forged crank, 
clever electronic throttle butterfly, and even a three-way catalytic converter. 
A jumbo 316 hp output allowed BMW to dub the hand-built E34 M5 the most 
powerful production saloon in the world. Later, in 1991, BMW stroked the 
engine again, this time to 3,795 cc and added more valve and fuel-injection 
tweaks along with alloy pistons and an adaptive M-technique suspension.

All E34 M5s came with a limited-slip differential, ABS brakes, self-leveling 
suspension, Servotronic power steering, trip odometer, electric seats and 
sunroof, and air-conditioning.

Like me, Karl-Heinz Kalbfell believed that the E34 was the best example of all 
the M5s: “These cars started a unique character of a superbly refined driving 
culture, understatement, sensational potent drivetrain characteristics and a 
mechanical refinement which lets the hair stand up (Goodbun 2009, 51).”

Goodbun also quotes Kalbfell as saying, the E34 is “still the benchmark for all 
sporty business saloons.”

Goodbun goes on in the same article to state his own opinions:

With door-to-door leather and wood trim, air-conditioning and 

multi-way adjustable electric seats…the M5 is slick, refined and 

effortless, but the steering is immediate and direct, and with the EDC 

switched to sport it’s stiff and chuckable like an M3 through bends 

too. Its fundamentally brilliant chassis is a revelation. The six-speed 

’box has the most pleasingly crisp shift of any car here, with only tiny 
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movements needed from ratio to ratio too. All this, and four generous 

seats, [and] a huge boot.

John Frankenheimer, director of the movie Ronin (which included some 
spectacular car chases) is quoted in the same article as recognizing that “the M5 
is the Jaguar Mk2 of the nineties in more ways than one.” 

I’d say that rival autos such as the Mercedes-Benz E55 AMG, 
the Jaguar XJR, and the Alpina B10 bi-turbo just don’t have 
the coolness factor and the raw performance mixed in with 

the luxury and the day-to-day practicality of the E34 M5.

Writing some years after BMW came out with several more modern sedans, 
British car enthusiast and columnist Richard Meaden described the essence 
of the E34 as having “a relaxed confidence about it even now; an impressively 
muscular self-assurance that endows it with ample, tractable performance for 
effortless cruising at motorway speeds. It also has an enduring visual swagger 
that apparently still commands unspoken, instinctive respect from your 
average repmobile. Charisma is an over-used word when it comes to cars, but 
there’s no doubt the M5 has it in abundance” (2010, 39–40).

Meaden goes on to explore the character of what he calls this “old-school” 
saloon:

It’s not so aggressive, nor as point-and-squirt, as today’s generation 

of supersaloon. You don’t have the monster grunt, nor the brick wall 

brakes…to play those sorts of games. However, what the E34 yields 

in explosive power it steals back in the wieldiness that comes from 
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comparatively compact dimensions and modest mass. It seems 

implausible, but from where I’m sitting [driving on A-/B- roads in 

England that are twisties] I suspect an E90 M3 would be harder to 

thread between the hedges than this M5.…

It’s on these roads that you uncover the E34’s intrinsic honesty and 

consistency of response. Because it’s not excessive in size or weight, 

all its major controls have the same languid, linear feel. Not for this M 

Division car the fast-twitch jolt of a Sport button to enliven the throttle 

response or super-pointy steering to slam the front-end into every 

apex. Instead you get a long travel throttle pedal and general, fluid 

steering response. Initially you find yourself attempting to hustle the 

M5 with a jab of lock here and a stab of power there, but you soon 

learn this isn’t its style. Once you accept that it takes a twisty road apart 

in a more measured, less attacking manner, you begin to settle into its 

groove, flowing from corner to corner and using that little bit of extra 

road space to cut a cleaner, smoother line.

It’s more cerebral than visceral, and it doesn’t feel as fast or as furious 

as today’s M Power metal, but much in the same way Jensen Button 

is supremely fast without ever looking ragged, so the old M5 carries 

meaningful speed even on the most nagety [e.g., rough, unpaved] 

roads (41–42). 

Later in the same article, Meaden offers another provocative description of the 
car’s essence when he insists that there is 

another side of the M5’s repertoire. That’s to say steadfast traction, 

a faithful front-end and truly impressive all-weather cross-country 

pace. Through third and fourth gear corners you can really show 

some commitment, feeling the supple suspension soak up the lateral 
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loading and sense those chunky rear tyres squatting into the wheel 

arches as you get back on the power. It’s not the gung-ho, deserted 

roundabout stuff of dreams, but it’s just as impressive in its own way; 

the E34 covers the ground as fast as you could ever want to. Which is 

quicker than most (44) .

What he found after a long drive as part of this relatively recent review is that 
the qualities that made the M5 untouchable in its day still hold true today. It is 
no wonder, Meaden says, that “so many still regard the last of the straight-six 
M5s as the model’s finest hour” (44).

Among its distinctions, the E34 M5 became a Hollywood 
star. The car is featured in John Frankenheimer’s Ronin 
in some of the most dramatic car chases since Bullitt. 

The E34 was also the last M car built wholly by hand at 
the M division’s Garching Works. It took two craftsmen 

approximately 110 hours to build one of these cars.

Again, I believe Meaden got it exactly right. In my experience no other regular 
production car of character is closer to the stealth car as the E34. Externally, 
the only clues that this is an M car and not a standard 5 series is a slightly 
lower ride height, black side skirts, a lower front spoiler, a black number plate 
surround, twin exhausts at the back, and disc-like 17-inch rims. A boot spoiler 
was optional. Without the M badges, which were very small, no one could really 
know just from looking that this car is a super saloon.

In terms of practicality, the trunk in the E34 is the largest and most practical of 
my three M cars. The first E28 trunk has trim issues, causing the trunk to leak. 
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The third version, the E39, has less trunk room due to its upgraded M sports–
oriented rear suspension along with optional subwoofers in the rear trunk 
compartment.

There are significant differences in the bodies of the three models. The E28 
M5s were designed as a standard 5, and the M version was added later. But 
even though the E34 shares most of the same body panels with the standard 5 
series, its chassis was designed with an M version in mind. The body of the E34 
is therefore better matched to its S38 engine and M-car drivetrain. As to the 
E39, it is not an inline six at all. Its engine is a V-8 with low-end torque. Not only 
is the V-8 a bit heavy for the car but the engine also does not have the high-
revving character of the first two sixes.

Before moving on to discuss the E39, I’ll offer some opinions about a current 
trend in the car-collector world. That is, the first M5, the E28, is now considered 
almost an icon, whereas its successor, the E34 and my favorite M5, is not. I don’t 
see why this is so, and Quentin Willson apparently agrees:

A study in gentlemanly understatement and born without wings, 

spoilers or wheelarch blisters, a cherished and unmolested example 

is the ultimate Q-car. Apart from the little M Tech badges on the grille 

and boot, the M5 is indistinguishable from a 535i and perfect for those 

who don’t need to shout too loudly. Compared to its nearest rivals, the 

supercharged XJR [Jaguar] and Mercedes E55, the M5 looks almost 

chaste, yet is faster, better-handling, and better-built (2006, 72–73).

I won’t say more for now other than that the E34 is the essence of cool so far 
as sports sedans are concerned. It can achieve this status only after certain 
modifications are undertaken, however, as I’ll explain.
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Remember too that, because of emission control regulations, the E34 M5 
was technically legal for US delivery from the factory for one model year only 
(1991). Commentators have stated that the limited production run was not 
related to the qualities of the car itself. On the other hand, the E34 may be one 
of the best examples of any car ever built by BMW—being a perfect balance 
between old-school engineering and modern technological enhancements. 
Thus the E34 may be not only the best M car but also the best example of a Q 
car ever produced. (A Q car is a broader category than sports sedan; the term 
refers to any type of vehicle that offers both high performance and practicality.)

The E39

BMW took a different approach to the next version of the M5. Some history and 
marketing background are in order.

The model E39 M5 was introduced at the 1998 Geneva Motorshow. It was the 
first M5 that would not be hand-built. It was produced on the same assembly 
line at the Dingolfing factory where all other BMWs have since been made. Of 
course, automating production allowed BMW to build a lot more of these cars.

The engine was a development of the 4.4 liter V-8 M62 engine used in the 
540 standard 5-series sedan. The enhanced version for the E39 grew to 4.9 
liters with individual throttle butterflies for improved response, double Vanos 
fuel injection for variable inlet and exhaust timing, and a 7,000 rpm redline 
(maximum revs). There was 400 hp at 6,600 rpm and 369 lb-ft of torque at 3,800 
rpm. Even with the added weight of this bigger engine, the E39 M5 could hit 62 
mph from a standstill in 5.3 seconds with a top speed of 170 mph (which BMW 
limited electronically to 155). It received a six-speed manual gearbox, as well as 
revised clutch depression settings, to cope with all that power.
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The drivetrain had a locking rear differential and an aluminum-oriented 
suspension. The car was lowered, with thicker anti-roll bars, firmer dampers, 
and steel ball joints inherited from the standard 5 series. Brakes were large 
all around, and the wheels were the best factory wheels from any original 
manufacturer. The E39 has stainless tipped exhaust outlets and seven air inlets 
positioned at the front, sides, and rear. The smoked 18-inch wheels, unmatched 
for aesthetic appeal, define the M-car approach.

This car destroyed what most car enthusiasts expected a four-door sedan to 
achieve; it nipped at the heels of Porsches in a manner no saloon car had any 
right to do. In fact, this M car has a dual personality. A new feature with the E39 

The Third of the M Cars I Describe, the E39 Its V-8 engine, a radical departure from the inline sixes 
in the first two versions, earned this car its nickname: The Beast.
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was a sport button—a switch on the dashboard that changes the throttle and 
steering settings to sport mode for a sharper ride-and-handling feel. But the 
E39 feels perfectly balanced in either standard or sport mode.

E39 Background and Marketing Approach

When they were developing the E39 version of M5, the BMW designers must 
have been aware of the growing popularity of the previous M5s’ stealth 
character. They added exterior features to make it clear that this M5 was no 
ordinary 5 series. But the design approach was restrained enough so as not 
to draw too much attention to the car’s exceptionally high performance. For 
reasons I’ll cite shortly, the M engineers also decided to change the character of 
the M5 quite a bit in comparison with the first two models.

Both the E28 and the E34 trace their lineage to the racing-derived, inline 
six M1 engine, known as the M88. These first M5s were hand-built in very 
limited numbers and sold to a relatively small group of enthusiasts. These 
discriminating customers wanted a sports-oriented luxury sedan that could 
compete on many levels with contemporary 911 Porsches—true sports cars.

Following the introduction of the first M5, BMW wanted to counter the 
continuing success of Porsche’s 911. They proceeded to develop a Motorsport 
enhancement of the two-door 3-series line. A story has gone around the car 
clubs that the development of the 3-series M car was BMW’s response to 
demands of a core group within the BMW Car Club of America. This group 
wanted the next version of M car after the E30 M3 and the E28 M5 to move 
away from the high-revving, high-maintenance power plant and stiff-chassis 
tuning of the previous models. This group also wanted a more comfortable and 
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compliant suspension. And they wanted the driver to get more of the power 
curve at a lower rpm than the high-revving prior models could deliver.

The BMW response was the ’95–’99 E36 M3 Coupe. Development of this 
model paralleled the development period for the next M5, and this more 
broadly focused approach based on customer feedback may explain why the 
Motorsport engineers put the V-8 in the E39 and made it more of a powerful 
boulevard car than a racer. The next M5 nevertheless came with a host of new 
performance enhancements.

Powerful boulevard car? Some might call it a German muscle car. The E39 
eventually won an affectionate and appropriate nickname: The Beast.

This first assembly-line M car not only was more powerful than its predecessors 
but also offered a cushier ride. More people would be able to buy these BMWs, 
but the driving skills of these new owners might not be up to the level of the 
typical M5 enthusiast. To raise comfort levels but stay true to the Motorsport 
approach, the BMW engineers matched the bigger engine with a new 
drivetrain and suspension. Their vision was apparently to overdesign in all the 
basic areas to achieve an extra margin of safety. For example, the running gear 
(the transmission and the differential) exceeded the requirements imposed by 
the engine and the suspension. And the brakes and the suspension were more 
capable than the engine needed. The goal was apparently to assist and protect 
the less experienced drivers who might get into situations that exceeded 
their abilities.

Of course, the bigger engine in the E39 M5 is at the heart of this car’s character. 
The power plant was a reworked version of the M62 V-8 found in the 540i and 
the 740iL. In comparison with these street sedans, the M version of the V-8 
has a larger bore and increased stroke for displacement of 4,941 cc, individual 
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throttle butterflies for each cylinder, and double Vanos fuel injectors. The BMW 
code name for this M engine is S62. As to this engine’s performance, it is hard 
not to be impressed. You see 400 hp at 6,600 rpm and 369 lb-ft of torque at 
3,800 rpm.

In addition to the engine upgrades from the 540i (or standard 8-cylinder 
5-series model), the S62 had improvements to the timing chain and the water 
pump along with a pair of special pumps that scavenged oil from the far 
reaches of the pan under high g-force cornering.

Another set of changes that affects E39 handling involved the gearbox and 
the rear end. The gearbox has a much shorter throw than the same unit in the 
540i series. The throw is the distance through which the stick-shift lever moves. 
In the 540i the longer throw can feel a bit floppy, almost trucklike. The shorter 
gearshift throw in the E39 is tighter and more satisfying to the touch, and it 
therefore feels more responsive. Another driver-friendly enhancement was a 
25 percent limited-slip rear differential—the first in any E39 5 series—a positive 
control feature for better traction on slippery roads and tight turns.

Having owned one of these E39 M5s for years, I can attest to the stunning 
effectiveness of these improvements. When I hit the gas—anywhere, at 
any speed or location—I get immediate acceleration, and cars around me 
disappear. As contemporary testers have commented, the acceleration results 
in response to a 0-to-60 test put the E39 M5 close to the category of a Ferrari 
360 Modena or a Porsche 911 Turbo. In addition, and in true M tradition, there 
is a surprise waiting for any driver when the revs get into the upper end of the 
range. In the last 2,000 rpm or so, the E39 M5 finally delivers close to the spine-
tingling “on-cam” rush of the old M5’s S38 engine.
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Another innovation was sport mode, mentioned previously, by which the driver 
can change ride-and-handling characteristics. This is another accommodation 
for that broader audience, the buyers of boulevard cars, while appealing also to 
the enthusiasts who want stealth racers.

As to curb appeal, this latest of my three M cars is an extremely handsome 
sedan. The M body work enhanced what was already a very well-executed 
shape. The same goes for the elegant interior, which flawlessly blends comfort 
with function. Contemporary testers have stated that they believe the E39 
M5 has the best build quality of the first three M5 models. That’s a particularly 
significant statement when you consider that the E39 also marked BMW’s 
transition from hand-built to assembly-line manufacturing.

Due in part to the car’s increased weight as compared with the two prior M5s, 
the driving experience of the third-generation M5 has little in common with 
the first two models. The V-8 motor idles with a somewhat burbling sound 
more reminiscent of a small-block American engine than anything from a 
specialized Bavarian workshop. The E39 will lug around in low gear all day long 
without complaint. Or it will burn rubber off the line like a ’60s muscle car. Its 
steady plateau of low-end torque makes this car intractable and refined. The 
suspension has been upgraded to a more sophisticated level and is therefore 
more forgiving than the older models. Yet the car is extremely capable around 
corners. There is something appealing about a German sports sedan with a 
torque-rich V-8 and a manual transmission, especially when the overall package 
was designed at such a highly engineered level.

Bob Harper offers this opinion about the E39 M5: “It’s not just the way it 
accelerates that is so special, it’s the soundtrack that accompanies it. There’s 
a touch of the General Lee’s raucous V8 fury in there, but it’s overlaid with 
a wholeheartedly more cultured note—from a bassy, throaty roar lowered 
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down the rev range to a full-on NASCAR wail as you approach the redline, but 
when you’re cruising it’s as discreet as [the “limousine like”] 7 Series (BMW Car 
2007, 95).

All of this fun for a respectable full-economy measure. Blast through the 
corners and use it as a NASCAR racer, and you will be in the low teens but cruise 
at the legal limit and mid-20s miles per gallon are entirely possible.

In the same article Harper grows positively rapturous about the car’s interior: 
“You are greeted with a combination of dark woods and sumptuous leather.” 
You can order them with extended leather as well that covers every interior 
surface. You turn on the key, and “the ignition brings the S62 [engine] to life 
with a sharp bark from the exhaust and rattle from the oil starved Vanos which 
disappears within a second or so” (100). 

As the author of this book, I get the last word on what the designers of the E39 
accomplished. In today’s world, from a manufacturer’s standpoint, building 
a great car is a difficult task, particularly when trying to please two separate 
groups of customers with the same model. The two directions are a sports car 
and a saloon, as it is described in Britain. A sports car must be fast and exciting, 
and it must handle well; but a saloon car must be refined, comfortable, and 
practical. From a manufacturing and design standpoint, these goals are totally 
opposed to each other.

The amazing attribute of the E39 M5 is the power of its big V-8, which is nearly 
400 hp. Designing an M car around this engine was a huge leap for a sports 
sedan. And in doing so, BMW achieved the perfect balance between the luxury 
of a saloon and the thrill of a sports car. Simply put, you get both with this 
package. Many sports saloons miss the target by placing too little emphasis on 
sports and too much on luxury. Sports saloons are often just plush saloon cars 
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with an awful lot of power and too little control. In my opinion those cars are 
unworthy of the sports-car label. But the E39 M5 is one of the very few cars ever 
made that fully satisfies the demands of both elements.


